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Watch How the World Will Yield to You 
the Scepter of Your Divine Authority 

Part 1 

 May the profound radiance of your Divine Selves 
descend. And with that descent, [may this radiance] bring 
to your hearts an awareness that I AM here and that as I 
come, escorted by legions of cosmic angels, I bring to old 
friends and new the breathing awareness of their own 
Divine Source. I bring the love that is able to give to all the 
fullness of deliverance from every evil condition and that 
is able to assist every lifestream in finding the fullness of 
their divine victory.  

     O beloved ones, the passage of human thought across 
the consciousness and the firmament of individuality is not 
always one of illumination… 
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You Are Potential AscendedMasters

conditions of the world and above those who abide in the
consciousness of the world. Lift your consciousness tonight
and recognize that this is a holy night. Recognize that the
spiritual stars shining in the firmament of your beings are
the radiant points of spiritual light pouring forth their mighty
light rays into your waiting hearts and identities, that you may
absorb from those light rays a feeling of compassionate one-
ness with all who live upon this planetary body and with all
who dwell in this blessed universe.

Ladies and gentlemen, the power of divine grace is suffi-
cient for every problem which you encounter. And you need
not “go under” or submit to outer conditions that are directed
against you. You must master the lesson of being able to seize
energy for yourselves, by the power of the God flame within
your heart, and to take that energy and wrap it round about
you as a cloak of cosmic light substance which possesses the
power of instantaneous transmutation. [In this way] all sub-
stance that is directed at you is transmuted on the instant,
like a drop of water as it strikes the lid of a hot stove. Your
consciousness must be imbued with the sacred fire. You must
radiate, from within, your own protection against all outward
conditions.

As you gaze upon humanity today and recognize themany
types of individuals upon this planetary body, you must not
develop a feeling, like the Pharisee of old, that you yourselves
are grateful that you are not as other men are.1 For you must
bear full well in mind and consciousness that it is the power
of divine grace that has elected you to a very high and noble
calling. You yourselves, in accepting this precious calling, have
ratified the divine act of grace and have sealed within your
consciousness the holy will of God.

Long ago, upon that holy night when beloved Jesus came
forth into manifestation and the angelic host sang and the
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May the profound radiance of your Divine Selves descend.
And with that descent, [may this radiance] bring to your
hearts an awareness that I AM here and that as I come,
escorted by legions of cosmic angels, I bring to old friends
and new the breathing awareness of their own Divine Source.
I bring the love that is able to give to all the fullness of deliv-
erance from every evil condition and that is able to assist every
lifestream in finding the fullness of their divine victory.

O beloved ones, the passage of human thought across the
consciousness and the firmament of individuality is not always
one of illumination. For the thoughts that men think are so
frequently but the contagion which itself dwells within the
insipid atmosphere of the planet, charged with all of the neg-
ative influences and the effluvia of human creation to which
mankind unwittingly pay homage.

Lift, then, this night, your consciousness above all outer
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that is the God Self of all. In this merger there is an epoch of
completion and accomplishment whereby men fulfill their
immortal destiny.

I ask you now to recall from the pages of history that in
times past, when the world was ruled primarily by monarchs
and kings, select individuals were brought forth and chosen
from among the people to be the king of a country. There is
something very wonderful, beloved ones, in this idea of a
monarchy. And although it was my desire to foster a spirit of
republic inmankind and to create a spirit of democracy every-
where, I would like to point out to mankind that the ideal
spirit of the monarchy embodied some very wonderful con-
cepts whereby Christ the King is enthroned in the heart of
every man and whereby the Queen of Heaven is the Cosmic
Mother manifesting in the heart [of every woman].

Beloved ones, most of you at some time or another, caught
up in the idea and wonder of kings and queens, have had a
yearning within your own heart to be one. And this is not an
inordinate desire. But it stems from the great spiritual monar-
chy, which is related to the wordmono-,* or one, whereby God
enthroned in each man makes of him a king and the Holy
Mother enthroned in each woman makes of her a queen.
And it was intended, then, that princelings† and princesses
should manifest upon the planetary body and not urchins
who wander the streets and know not whither they are going.

The ideal, then, of paternity, based on the words “Our
Father,” is a spiritual manifestation of great power and po-
tency that has been lost upon the present-day civilization. And
yet, I must pay homage and give credit to many among man-
kind who have nobly raised sons and daughters to a higher
standard of life’s perfection.
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*mon- or mono-: a prefix used in words adopted from Greek and in English formations modeled
on these, with the senses “one, alone, single”
†princeling: a little or young prince

shepherds kneeled in adoration as the wise men of the East
brought forth their gifts, my heart* also was stirred by the
fires of immortality and perfection manifest in that Holy
Child. With what hope every mother brings forth her son!
With what hope every mother brings forth her firstborn child!

I ask you, then, in the name of holy paternity, to bear in
mind the greatest message that the Christ brought to man-
kind, the greatest message that has ever been revealed: the
knowledge of the heavenly Father, or your own beloved God
Presence, and the knowledge of the spiritual law whereby
man, in a divine union, passes through the sacrament of holy
marriage and is wedded unto the Deity. The alchemical
marriage,2 in all of its wonder and beauty, is the transcendent
yearning of every man and woman upon the planetary body.

And although the negative and positive polarities may
manifest in both men and women, I am certain that all rec-
ognize the words that in the beginning God “created man in
his own image, in the image of God created he him;male and
female created he them.”3 And therefore I am certain that
all will also recognize that it is intended that mankind shall
absorb all of the deep spirituality that is so wonderfully resi-
dent within womankind and that womankind shall absorb all
of those marvelous qualities of mastery manifest inmankind.
And they shall, by a balancing action of absorption, find that
perfect equality and spiritual balance whereby they are com-
plete within themselves, sealed by the power of their own
mighty God Self and completely, wholly identified with that
Divine Self.

This does not mean, beloved ones, that lifestreams must
walk alone in the universe. It does not mean an end to pater-
nity or maternity for humanity. It simply means an integration
of individuality with the great spiritual flaming sea of identity
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which was recently released in San Francisco.5

Life is precious, beloved ones. And to no one upon this
earth did this come with greater awareness than [it came] to
beloved Mother Mary as she heard the first low cry of the
Christ when Jesus drew his first breath in that embodiment,
so wonderfully and fearfully wrought in God’s holy name.

I tell you, beloved ones, the sense of spiritual hush, the
awe that filled the hearts of men, the great wonder, must also
stimulate present-daymen and women so that they will under-
stand, whenever they gaze upon the stars above, that each night
is a holy night and that God is no more absent from life upon
this night or any other night than he was upon that holy night.
For God was present, and the angelic host descended and
accompanied the living Christ into manifestation.

I tell you, ladies and gentlemen, God’s eye is upon the
sparrow and is also upon every lifestream,6 and the words and
ideas embodied in that concept must sink down deeply into
the hearts of men. The drama of the ages is fulfilled in your
worlds individually. For were you at this moment to find your
consciousness extinguished, as a flame is blown out or a
shade pulled down, I tell you that life would go on, both for
you and for those who would be left behind. For life is not
easily extinguished!

Life isGod, and it is a gentle radiation when manifest in a
newborn child. It is no longer, then, charged with the turbu-
lence of the former life. But it has come into reembodiment
to once again infuse form, to obtain another and fresh oppor-
tunity whereby the mercies of God, which endure forever,7

may manifest for that lifestream. And the great schoolrooms
of life may admit a new pupil who will thereby have a renewed
opportunity to obtain freedom.

But in the drama of reembodiment there is nothing hap-
pening that does not happen daily. For each night when you
Copyright © 2017 Summit Publications, Inc.
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And yet I ask you, ladies and gentlemen, in the name of
heaven: Can you deny that the world is filled with spiritual
orphans who know not their ownGod-identity and find them-
selves cast upon the wheel of life and know not whither they
are going?

It is these blessed souls, as much a part of God as you and
I, who ought to be relieved of this tremendous vacuumwithin
their consciousness—a vacuum of nothingness which causes
them to desire to depart this life, finding in oblivion (or imag-
ined oblivion) a better and preferred attitude than the con-
stant boredom of everyday existence.

These blessed lifestreams do not understand the perfec-
tion of their own Divine Self and the great glory which God
intends to manifest upon the screen of life for them individ-
ually. [If they did understand this,] they would not have these
desires. And it is up to the student body to recognize the
need to call forth a special fiat on behalf of these lifestreams,
by the power of the spoken Word in decrees, so that greater
understanding will descend upon this planetary body.

This will enable [such souls] to recognize that this life is
a life filled with vibrant, divine purpose for all. And all must
recognize the ladder of light, and also the stairway of life, as
a place intended by God [for them] to place their feet firmly
and to plant their consciousness within the heart of a spiritual
haven of refuge.

I tell you, those individuals who desired to leap from the
Golden Gate Bridge recently in San Francisco must be given
assistance by the student body so that they will understand the
error of their ways. For they were seized [by the suicide entity]
in that almost unheard of occasion when three individuals
[on the same day] attempted to destroy themselves [and
remove themselves] from the screen of life.4 But they were
spared because of the great light of the Goddess of Purity
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consciousness an awareness of God and the spiritual hierar-
chy far beyond the power of words alone. And you will rec-
ognize, then, that my words are cups of light and that they
are charged with the vibrancy of the higher octaves and the
perfection and purity which abide in those octaves.

The angelic host that are with me are now determined
to convey a special blessing to those individuals who have
attended every session held within this hall, and therefore
they are going to release a mighty stream of energy to those
students. Those who were not present at every session shall
also receive a special blessing. But it cannot, according to the
great cosmic law, excel that blessing which must be given to
the faithful whom the angelic host desire to reward and will
reward this night with a special blessing of great magnitude.

Ladies and gentlemen, I ask you to stand now upon your
feet for a moment and raise your hands to your shoulders’
height, cupping them in a gentle manner while the angelic
host radiate to all within this room their blessing.

[Congregation stands and holds up their hands at shoulder level.]

I wish to point out that it is not my desire to diminish that
blessing for anyone. And, therefore, I shall balance [with a
blessing] from my lifestream that which the angels do not
convey to those who were not present [at every session] so that
all will receive the blessing of the light in equal proportion.
This is perfectly agreeable with the hierarch of the angelic
host, who radiate to you now that divine blessing which the
Great Law desires to confer upon your lifestreams for the
blessings which have gone forth [from this class] to the peo-
ple of Los Angeles.

The city of Los Angeles has been swept by a mighty wave
of cosmic light, which has gone forth not only to purify the
atmosphere for this class but also to assist in purifying ele-
mental life. And therefore we caused a great downpour of
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close your eyes, blessed ones, in restful slumber, you depart
the scenes of this world and you are no longer in contact with
your [conscious] identity and your conscious awareness. But
you have entered into that quality of sleep and bliss whereby
the soul—cut free from the body prison, if it can escape the
coil of the mortality8 which is wrapped around it—is enabled
to arise and to rise to a higher octave of purity, where it ought
to and must absorb a greater quality of perfection from its
own Divine Self. [Then the soul returns] with the fresh light
of the morning and the dawn, renewed and revivified and
ready to master the problems of the day that cometh forth.

Ladies and gentlemen, the challenges of life are intended
to be met and to be met victoriously! And we stand ready to
assist the students everywhere to meet the problems of each
day. We have not departed from this earth and planetary
body. And we do not intend to do so in the near future, ladies
and gentlemen, or (for that matter) for hundreds of years!
Regardless of what any individual may tell you, we intend to
stand by the evolutions of this planetary body and to assist the
individuals who are embodied here to find their freedom.
And that freedom is the freedom which God intends you
to have!

O precious ladies and gentlemen, I know how great is
your love for me. And I know how great your love is for your
own Divine Source, for I can measure it in a manner even
you cannot do. And I understand how at times you are almost
overawed by the words that we blaze forth before your eyes
and the thoughts that we flash through your consciousness.

For while I AM speaking to you now in words, I know that
many of you are aware of the great spiritual charge which
I AM releasing into the atmosphere. This will find its way
into your physical form and will gently steal into your heart
flame and into your consciousness, conveying to that blessed
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“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All theWorld to Manifest as Pearls ofWisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by Saint Germain was delivered
by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Mark L. Prophet on
Friday, September 20, 1963, during Saint Germain’s Class of the Angels
held in Los Angeles, California. [N.B. Bracketed words have been added
for clarity in the written word.] Parts 2 and 3 of this Pearl of Wisdom are
published in this volume, nos. 14 and 15. (1) Luke 18:9–14. (2) Accord-
ing to the teachings of the ascended masters, the alchemical marriage,
the wedding of the soul to Spirit, takes place as the soul is permanently
bonded to the Holy Christ Self (the soul’s own Christ-identity). The rit-
ual of the ascension is the Christed one’s permanent fusing to the I AM
Presence. For teaching on the alchemical marriage of the soul to Christ,
including commentary on the biblical parable of the wedding garment
recorded in Matthew 22, see Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare
Prophet, The Path to Attainment (Summit University Press), chap. 1,
section four. (3) Gen. 1:27. (4) On September 17, 1963, three men
attempted to leap from the Golden Gate Bridge, setting a record there
for suicide attempts in one day. (5) The beloved Goddess of Purity
delivered a dictation on Monday, September 16, 1963, in San Francisco,
California. The Goddess of Purity maintains an etheric retreat over San
Francisco. This dictation is available from the Ascended Master Library.
(6) Matt. 10:29–31; Luke 12:6, 7. (7) Pss. 100:5; 136:1–26; Jer. 33:11.
(8) The coil of mortality, the bustle and turmoil of life. The “mortal coil”
is a Shakespearean expression from the play Hamlet, act 3, sc. 1, lines
67–69. See also Pearl no. 11, p. 75 n. 1, this volume. (9) Job 29:23;
Prov. 16:15; Hos. 6:3; Joel 2:23; Zech. 10:1. (10) “To be, or not to be,
that is the question: / Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer / The slings
and arrows of outrageous fortune, / Or to take arms against a sea of
troubles, / And by opposing end them” (William Shakespeare, Hamlet,
act 3, sc. 1, lines 56–60). (11) For more information on the hierarchs of
the elemental kingdom and the nature spirits they command, see Pearl
no. 9, p. 64, n. 10, this volume. See also Elizabeth Clare Prophet’s Is
Mother Nature Mad? How to Work with Nature Spirits to Mitigate Natural
Disasters (Summit University Press), pocket guide.
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rain to flash forth upon this area in a manner which has not
happened for a considerable period of time. [We caused this]
so you might recognize that not only was the outer rain pour-
ing forth, but the latter rain9 of spiritual illumination [was
pouring forth] to kindle the hearts of men with the power of
their own God flame and to sweep them into greater aware-
ness of their own God-identity.

Oh, it is so easy, blessed ones, for mankind to forget their
ownGod-identity, to be immersed in a sea of troubles10 (which
encompasses them round about), and to forget that the power
to eliminate those troubles is in the flame within their own
heart. And therefore I say, I shall now cease [speaking] while
you may absorb these blessings for a few moments.

[64-second pause]

O gentle angels, forces of the elements, beloved Prince
Oromasis, beloved Neptune, beloved Aries and beloved
Pelleur,11 convey the blessings of the four elements to these
thy children so that they may recognize the power of the
square and the power of the cosmic circle of spiritual
illumination and understand inwardly the methods of
squaring the circle and obtaining their own divine iden-
tity from the four corners of the earth.

(Won’t you please be seated.)
to be continued
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